A SCORE OF YEARS AFTER HE FIRST WALKED INTO THE HISTORIES OF MEN, ANASÚRIMBOR KELLHUS RULES ALL THE THREE SEAS, THE FIRST TRUE ASPECT-EMPEROR IN A THOUSAND YEARS.

As Kellhus and his Great Ordeal march ever farther into the perilous wastes of the Ancient North, Esmenet finds herself at war with not only the Gods, but her own family as well. Achaean, meanwhile, leads his own ragtag expedition to the legendary ruins of Sauglish, and to a truth he can scarce survive, let alone comprehend.

Into this tumult walks the White Luck Warrior, assassin and messiah both, executing a mission as old as the World’s making . . .

Praise for R. Scott Bakker

‘Exquisitely intelligent and beautifully written . . . Take note, one and all, something remarkable has begun’
STEVEN ERIKSON

‘Leaves most of the competition trailing’
GUARDIAN

‘Compelling . . . Keeps the pages turning’
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

‘Violent, passionate, darkly poetic, seethingly original, these are books that deserve attention’
SF SITE